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A classificatory schema with which to assess the morally salient features of algorithms will be presented. To 
assess this schema, this project will show how such classifications can capture the moral features of 
algorithms used by the military as well as social media companies.
By proving how the classificatory schema can provide insight into these different fields, it helps establish the 
broad applicability of the schema, and allows us to triangulate on the more general ethical questions raised by 
algorithms (rather than allowing ourselves to get lost in details of a particular sector).
Algorithms integrated into the military tend to focus on more tangible results which may be expressed through 
the implementation of unmanned technology. The primary focus of social media algorithms, however, is to 
retain engagement and earn profit.
The intersection of said algorithms can be found in the desire to gain data for external leverage upon others. 
The United States military has an incentive to acquire data on individuals who may be a threat, and plan 
accordingly for battle. Social media organizations utilize algorithms that incorporate users’ engagement and 
interests to leverage their data to advertising agencies, thereby increasing profits through the providing of 
more bespoke advertisements.
Through the comparison of seemingly contrasting sectors, we seek to analyze how how different forms of 
algorithms may be utilized to achieve similar results. Via an analysis of different strains of algorithms across 
these two fields, we underpin the intentions of algorithms through overarching themes of leverage and access 
to information.

• Algorithms have evolved to become integrated aspects of our lives, stressing the
importance of understanding their ethical implications in a diversity of scenarios.
The sectors of ‘social media’ and the ‘United States military’ exist in distinct
portions of society – typically unassociated with one another - where overarching
ambitions reflect said separation in their differences, as introduced below:

• Social media: Algorithms exist within social media platforms for various
intentions however they rely on the theme of enhancing profits from tailored
advertisements through the continuous engagement of users (Joy). It may be
determined that attention has become a commodity as advertisers can apply
learned data pertaining to the user’s interests with an intention of predicting
behaviors and influencing such behavior for a monetary return (University). This
is proven in Facebook’s (the largest social media company in the world) revenue:
in the third quarter of 2021 Facebook’s total revenue summed to be
$29,010,000,000, 97.5% of which came from advertising alone (Facebook). While
this behavior persists, ethical implications of such algorithms on users should be
considered.

• The United States military: While the overarching ambition of the military is to
advance domestic ambitions, algorithms within this context serve a variety of
distinct functions such as determining information of tangible objects (NATO) to
having an advantage over our adversaries via the development of artificial
intelligence that will set the tone of the United States and expectations of her
allies (Johnson). The latter seems to be more provoking in rapid militaristic
algorithmic evolution, particularly in relation to authoritarian powers- particularly
China-proven as American heads of military understand the existence of the
United States in a technological competition (Johnson). This understanding has
been translated into the creation of the ‘Defense Innovation Board,’ which has
developed five guiding principles for machine learning in the military:
responsible, equitable, traceable, reliable, and governable (NATO), thus proving
the dynamic relationship between algorithms and their ethical applications.

Social Media:
• Transparency: Algorithms fluctuate whether they are supervised machine learning (more

transparency) or unsupervised machine learning: leading to more convoluted algorithms
such as Deep Neural Networks. Algorithms are kept a secret as are a profitable asset.

• Common Sense: Currently social media algorithms do not possess this ability
(ScienceDaily), rather algorithms create an output via training from determined inputs. If
this ability were possessed, concerns regarding the human control of algorithms would
likely arise.

• Equity: Due to a lack in common sense, algorithms simply reinforce our existing biases
(Knowledge). However, algorithms also learn from past experience, thus relying on aged
societal issues such as various forms of discrimination (Brown). Thus, when algorithms
experience diverse content, they may typically suppress the content (Brown), leading to a
technique dubbed ‘shadowbanning.’

• Feedback Loops: Due to a lack in common sense and determining of equity within
algorithms, similar recommendations are often shown, thus reinforcing already populous
content (Swathi) (trends).

• Voluntary: While the user legally accepts the terms and conditions, a study from Harvard
University found that engaging in social media triggers same portion of brain that ignites
when consuming an addictive substance, and that “five to ten percent of Americans meet
the criteria for social media addiction today” (Social Media Addiction).

• Privacy: Social media algorithms actively track a user’s location from where messages are
sent (Thompson) while social media companies profit from advertisers’ willingness to pay
for targeted data, such as age, sex, relationships, interests, etc. (Privacy).
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The United States Military:
• Transparency: “Traceable” (NATO). The Department of Defense (DoD) will continue a

dialogue with the general public and human rights organizations to ensure constructive
transparent process (Hartif & VanHoose). Can be difficult, especially as transparency may
contradict ambitions of national security.

• Common Sense: Current lack of common sense, however the DoD has implemented the
‘Machine Common Sense’ program to accelerate research in this field, focusing on
America’s ‘Multi-modal Open World Grounded Learning and Interface,’ providing the
United States with greater access to more in-depth analytics of all regions of the world
(Mayanak).

• Equity: The DoD has taken steps to minimize biases in the implementation of algorithms
(Mayanak). On the contrary, China’s facial recognition software profiles the minority Uighur
group leading to ‘automated racism’ (Mozur).

• Feedback Loops: “Governable” (NATO). The DoD intends to design algorithms with the
ability to deactivate systems, ensuring human control (Mayanak). Without human authority,
it can be assumed that catastrophic events could happen instantaneously.

• Voluntary: The idea of warfare where a foreign nation brings this conflict upon themselves
persists. From a domestic perspective, China has constructed a modern surveillance state
designed to wield authority over its people via text messages, internet searches, etc. (Mozur),
as can be proven in the pro-Democracy Hong Kong protests and Muslim/Uighur genocide.

• Privacy: Similar sentiments as ‘transparency.’ Privacy has proven to be a false hope via
China’s enforcement upon their population, as stated above, and as there was an American
effort to collect Americans’ data for analyzation with data techniques (Mayanak).

The US Military Illustration Example

• The overarching purposes of algorithms
in social media differs from United States
military as algorithms in social media
are implemented to encourage profit
via an increase in user engagement,
whereas the purpose of algorithms
in the United States military is
largely to ensure the strategic
advantage in relation to national
security and interests.

• Algorithms in both sectors have
a variety of additional intentions and
interactions as well.

Intentions behind the implementation of algorithms differ between ‘social media’ and 
the ‘United States military,’ yet they undergo similar classifiers, as introduced below:

Beneficiaries: Which actors are being influenced by the implementation of 
algorithms?
Purpose: What is the overarching intention of the algorithm?
Transparency: Are the algorithms operations and intentions transparent and made 
aware to the defined actors?
Common Sense: Does the algorithm posses an element of common sense? (goal of 
numerous organizations via technology such as deep learning)
Quality/Equity: Are there any biases in the information being portrayed to the 
defined actors?
Feedback Loop: Is the information being portrayed to the defined actors consistently 
reshown due to a lack of discerning new, more accurate information?
Voluntary: Are the defined actors voluntary engaging in such use of algorithms?
Privacy: Are the defined actors aware/in control of their data and can limit 
information exposure?
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